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Abstract

Traditional approaches for solving the molecular replacement prob�
lem separate a six�dimensional optimization problem into two three�
dimensional ones in order to reduce the computational cost� There
are� however� serious drawbacks in such a separation of the rotational
and translational degrees of freedom� In this paper� we present com�
putational experiments indicating that even under ideal conditions
the separation can fail to preserve the correspondence between the
global minima of a target function and the correct rotations when
low resolution data are used� This phenomenon is a reason why only
high resolution data are used in traditional approaches for solving the
molecular replacement problem� In this paper� we provide a theoreti�
cal explanation for this phenomenon�

In order to solve di�cult molecular replacement problems� we be�
lieve that low resolution terms should be utilized because they gener�
ate smooth� shape�de�ning components in a target function� making it
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more amenable to global optimization� This study indicates that in or�
der to utilize low resolution data in the molecular replacement method�
we need to consider all degrees of freedom simultaneously� The full�
dimensional optimization formulation� once a prohibitive procedure
due to its high computational cost� should now be feasible given the
current state of computational resources and algorithms�

Keywords� Global minimization� continuation method�

� Introduction

The use of the molecular replacement method for solving new macromolec�
ular structures is certain to increase as the set of known structures becomes
even larger� The molecular replacement method seeks one or more opti�
mal orientations and translations of a known search model to best �t the
observed di�raction data obtained from an unknown structure in a crystal�
lographic asymmetric unit� This problem can be stated as a �n�dimensional
optimization problem where n is the number of molecules in the asymmetric
unit� with three rotational and three translational variables for each molecule�
More often than not� n is one and the number of degrees of freedom is six�

Traditional approaches implementing the molecular replacement method
separate a six�dimensional optimization problem into two three�dimensional
ones �	
� �rst searching for a number of rotations of the model structure
as promising candidates� then searching for the best translational vector
corresponding to each rotation candidate� Multiple candidates are needed
since in practice the correct rotation may not be a global optimizer of the
rotation function� hence other promising local optimizers must be included
in the translational search�

Unfortunately� the traditional approaches are too often unable to �nd cor�
rect solutions� So far� the understanding of the reasons for the ine�ectiveness
of the traditional approaches remains limited �
� Various techniques have
been proposed in order to improve the e�ectiveness of these approaches� For
example� recently researchers have proposed to search the rotation function
space more carefully ���
� to perform Patterson correlation re�nement be�
fore the translational search ��� 
� to use simulated annealing or maximum�
likelihood re�nement ��
 to improve the solutions� and to check for steric
clashes ���
 to weed out impossible solutions� Further improving the e�ec�
tiveness of the molecular replacement method remains an important research
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goal�
It has been realized that if the search for rotation and translation is

separated� there is a decrease in signal to noise for problems involving a large
number of short intermolecular vectors� i�e� problems with a large number
of molecules per unit cell and crystals with low solvent content ��
� Other
researchers have noticed that the signal to noise ratio in the direct rotation
function decreases as the upper limit of the resolution range is decreased
�� �
�

In this paper� we compare rotation functions derived with and without
the separation of the rotational and translational variables� Our comparisons
are done for a small molecule under carefully controlled conditions where we
take the �unknown� structure to be exactly the same as the search model
and we use simulated di�raction data without any model inaccuracy or noise�
Di�erent sets of the simulated di�raction data are used in our comparisons�
We then provide a theoretical explanation of the results of our comparison�

� Materials and Methods

We describe our experiments in this section�

��� Search model and di�raction data

In this study the rotation functions are evaluated using generated di�raction
data from the coordinates of all non�hydrogen atoms of a peptidic analogue
of the antibiotic molecule� trichogin A IV� crystallized in space group P��� in
a monoclinic cell with a � ������ b � �����	� c � 	����A and � � ������ ��
�
We denote the generated or �observed� intensities as Io with similar notation
for other �observed� quantities� In order to study the e�ect of the separation
of variables exclusively� we take the model and unknown to be the same
molecule� i�e� one solution corresponds to no rotation and no translation� To
plot sections of the rotation functions involved in the traditional formulation�
we use the direct rotation function �� �
� where the structure factors are
computed from rotating the search model �without symmetry mates� in a P�
unit cell with the same dimensions and angles as the crystallographic cell�
Let the rotation operator be denoted as ����� ��� ��� � R��� an orthogonal
matrix where ��� �� and ��� in this work� are Eulerian angles and let Ic denote
the calculated intensities� then Ic � Ic��X� where X � fxj� j � � � � � Ng� xj





are the atomic coordinates of the jth atom and N is the number of atoms in
the molecule� To plot the rotation function involved in the full dimensional
formulation� we place the search model and symmetry mate� in P�� unit
cell isomorphic to the target crystal� In general for the full dimensional
formulation Ic � Ic���X�t�� � � � ��nX�tn� where �i and ti are the rotations
and translations for the ith molecule in the asymmetric unit� In our case� for
this crystal of trichogin� n � � and Ic � Ic��X� t��

��� Objective functions

We use two di�erent objective functions to measure the �t of the observed
and calculated di�raction data� a least squares function and a linear corre�
lation coe�cient ��� �
� Let Eo and Ec denote the observed and calculated
normalized structure factors� They can be thought of as vectors with com�
ponents�

Ehkl �
Fhklp
hjF j�i

�

where the average intensity hjF j�i is computed� in this work� over one shell�

hjF j�i �

P
hkl jFhklj�P

hkl �
�

Then the Patterson correlation coe�cient is de�ned by�

PC�Eo� Ec� �
hjEoj�jEcj� � hjEoj�ihjEcj�iip

�hjEoj� � hjEoj�i�ihjEcj� � hjEcj�i�i�
���

where the average normalized intensity� in this work� is computed over one
shell�

hjEj�i �

P
hkl

jEhklj�P
hkl

�
�

and multiplication of Eo and Ec is component�wise�
The least squares function is de�ned by�

LS�Io� Ic� � ksIo � Ick��

�



where Io and Ic can also be thought of as vectors with components Iohkl and
Ichkl and s is the least squares solution to

min k sIo � Ic k�
�
�

s � R

which is

s �
IoT Ic

IcT Ic
�

Thus s is calculated for each ����� ��� ��� sampled�

� Results and Discussion

In this section� we present results from our computational experiments� o�er
a theoretical explanation to the results� and propose a new optimization
strategy that utilizes low resolution di�raction data�

��� Results

All graphics presented are two�dimensional sections of LS and � � PC in
�����space� where �� and �� are Eulerian angles� For all calculations of Ic� ��
is �xed to zero� For the calculation of the six�dimensional rotation functions�
i�e� rotation functions calculated using intensities which are dependent on
both rotation and translation of the molecule in the asymmetric unit� the
translation vector t is �xed to zero�

In Figure � the functions were computed using di�raction data with a
high resolution cuto� of 	�A and with no low resolution cuto�� In order
to more clearly see the landscape of the lower function values� the color is
scaled according to the square root of the actual values of the functions�
Low values are indicated by red� with higher values indicated by blue� The
rotation functions for this data set are relatively smooth with a small number
of local minima residing in relatively wide� locally convex basins� The correct
rotation solutions are indicated by the lowest valued minimizers at ����� and
��� ���

Figure � shows the same six�dimensional rotation functions computed
using di�raction data between � and ��A� i�e� excluding some of the low
resolution data� The landscapes in Figure � and Figure � are signi�cantly
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Figure �� Sections of the six�dimensional functions LS and ��PC in �����space�
computed using Ic�	X
 t� where 	 and t are the rotations and translations for
the single molecule in the asymmetric unit� Using all low resolution data up to
�A� these functions have the correctly positioned lowest valued minima and larger
regions of local convexity� They have values less than ������� at ����� and ��� ���

di�erent� Many local minimizers have been introduced in Figure � with
a narrowing of the entrance into the correctly positioned global minimizers�
Global optimization with respect to �� and ��� even with a multi�start method
is a formidable job�

Figure  shows the direct rotation functions computed using di�raction
data with a high resolution cuto� of 	�A and with no low resolution cuto��
Again when using the low resolution data only� the rotation functions are
relatively smooth� However� the positions of the global minimizers do not
correspond to the correct rotations ���� ��� � ����� or ��� ��� The lowest
function value occurs at ������ ����� and ������ ����� in �����space for LS and
���� ��	�� and ���	� ���� in �����space for ��PC� Again� other researchers
have also noted the incorrect position of optimizers for low resolution rotation
functions ��� 
�

Using higher resolution data� the section of the direct rotation function
in Figure � is similar to the section of the six�dimensional rotation function
in Figure �� The surface has many local minimizers and the openings into
the global minimizers have narrowed relative to the low resolution result in
Figure � However� the positions of the global minimizers now indicate the
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Figure �� Sections of the six�dimensional functions LS and ��PC� in �����space�
computed using Ic�	X
 t�� Using di�raction data between � and �A� they have
very deep minima but do not have large regions of local convexity� They do have
minima at the correct positions ����� and ��� �� with values less than ������
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Figure � Sections of the three�dimensional direct rotation functions� in �����
space� computed using Ic�	X�� Using all low resolution data up to �A� they have
large regions of convexity� However� the minima are in the wrong positions� The
lowest functions values were LS������ ����� � LS������ ����� � ������������ and
�� PC����� ����� � �� PC������ ���� � �����
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Figure �� Sections of the three�dimensional direct rotation functions� in �����space
computed using Ic�	X�� Using di�raction data between � and �A� they have deep
minima and a rough surface with many local minimizers� They do have their
lowest function values in the correct positions� LS��� �� � LS��� �� � ��������
����� �� PC��� �� � �� PC��� �� � ����

correct solution of the rotation subproblem� Thus� in order to use the rotation
subproblem to indicate correct solutions one must use high resolution data�
For this small molecule� in order to use the bene�t that low resolution data
provides� i�e� fewer local minima and larger areas of local convexity� the full
six�dimensional rotation functions must be used�

��� Theoretical explanation

The reason for the loss of signal�to�noise ratios in the classical rotation func�
tion arises primarily from the failure of the method to account for inter�
molecular atomic vectors �	
� We motivate this reasoning by considering the
real space rotation function function and noticing that the numerator of the
Patterson correlation coe�cient ��� is the Fourier transform of the origin�
subtracted real space rotation function using normalized structure factors
�
� The real space rotation function can be written as

R��� �

Z
U

P o�u� P c��u� dV ���

�



where P o�u� is the Patterson function of the unknown protein determined
by jF o

hklj
� and P c�u� is the Patterson of the model protein determined by

jF c
hklj

�� Because each Patterson function P �u� can be described as the set
of inter�atomic vectors� it follows that many will be intramolecular vectors�
but depending on the number of di�erent orientations of neighbor molecules�
the set of intermolecular vectors can be quite large� Separation of the inter�
from intra�atomic vectors is not easy and is the primary cause of the loss of
signal to noise in traditional Patterson based searches when compared to full
dimensional searches�

Early attempts to deal with this problem used the equivalent of limit�
ing the integration volume U in ��� to radii in Patterson space less than
the maximum expected inter�atomic radius and greater than some value to
avoid the origin peak� sometimes using origin removal approximations to do
so� This practice of limiting the integration volume� sometimes excludes valu�
able intra�atomic vectors and fails to account for short inter�atomic vectors
remaining in U � In using the direct rotation function� Brunger and Delano
��
 remedy the �rst problem� but not the second� The power of a full dimen�
sional search over the direct search method is illustrated by the following
calculations�

Consider the following de�nition of the Patterson function

P �u� � FT ���jFhj
�� �

�

V

X
h

jFhj
� exp����i �h � u��� ��

where u is a vector in Patterson space� V is the volume of the unit cell�
FT �� is the inverse Fourier transform operator and ��� is the inner prod�
uct operator� To compute the Patterson function using only low resolution
di�raction data� the limits of the summation could be changed to include
only h � �hkl� such that the length of the reciprocal lattice vector� d��h��
is below some upper limit� or the limits of summation can remain the same
and the intensities can be modi�ed� so that after a certain distance from the
origin they are essentially zero� Consider multiplying the intensities by a
Gaussian to obtain the following modi�ed intensities

j �Fhj
� � jFhj

� exp��� d��h���

where � � �� The greater the value of �� the smaller the contribution will
be from high resolution di�raction data� The Patterson function computed
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from j �Fhj
�

is

�P �u� � FT ��
�
jFhj

� exp���d��h���
�
� ���

The convolution theorem states that FT �� �FT �f�FT �g�� � f �g� where
��� is the convolution operator� So ��� becomes

�P �u� � FT ���jFhj
�� � FT ��

�
exp���d��h���

�
� P �u� � g�d�u���

where �� is used�

g�d�u�� � FT ��
�
exp��� d��h���

�
� C exp

�
�
d�u��

��

�
�

and C is the resulting constant� This calculation shows that to compute
the Patterson function using low resolution di�raction data is essentially to
convolute it with the Gaussian kernel g�d�u��� As a result of the convolution�
the Patterson function is smoothed out and the inter and intramolecular
Patterson peaks are smeared together in a degree determined by �� The
greater the value of �� the more pronounced the smoothing and smearing�
In other words� the fewer low resolution data used� the more severe the loss
of signal to noise�

Since the smearing of these two sets causes deterioration of the signal
to noise ratio� the search is not helped by restricting the resolution of the
analysis� The more common practice of using fewer high resolution terms
is equivalent to multiplying Fourier space by a three�dimensional �top hat�
function� which is equivalent to convolution of the peaks corresponding to
the vector sets with a damped but oscillating function� which only further
confuses the vector sets� On the other hand� a �n�dimensional search can
operate at lower resolution e�ectively� due to the large areas of local convexity
in the target function� making it amenable to fast� accurate� optimization
algorithms�

Other researchers are also implementing searches in higher dimensional
space in order to improve the accuracy of the method� Sheri� et� al� ���
 im�
plement a parallel six�dimensional search� stepping through rotational space
and inputing it into the AMoRe fast translation function� in order to search
for clear solutions� Kissinger et� al� ��
 propose a six�dimensional search
using an evolutionary optimization algorithm which can be used to sequen�
tially search for multiple molecules in the asymmetric unit� Glykos and

��
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Kokkinidis��
 implement a simultaneous �n�dimensional optimization for the
positioning of n molecules in the unit cell� using reverse Monte�Carlo sim�
ulation� While overcoming the problems associated with the separation of
variables� these methods are either computationally ine�cient or su�er from
stochastic approaches that do not guarantee complete coverage of the solu�
tion space�

��� A new global optimization strategy

There are multiple factors that characterize the di�culty of a particular
global optimization problem� the dimensionality being one and the functional
geometry being another� With similar geometry� a function of more variables
is of course more di�cult than one of less �the curse of dimension�� On the
other hand� a function of three variables with ten thousand local minima� for
example� can be more di�cult to minimize than a function of ten thousand
variables but with only three local minima�

In the case of the traditional molecular replacement methods� only using
high resolution data produces target functions of three variables that are
extremely di�cult to optimize� By introducing low resolution data� we can
obtain better target functions� but we will need to optimize with respect to
all six variables simultaneously�

We now propose the following global optimization strategy for molecular
replacement� We start with a coarse grid at low resolution which is just
enough to cover the �basins� of all local minima� By local optimization� we
locate locally optimal orientations �whose number should be relatively small�
that �t the low resolution di�raction terms� We then add higher resolution
terms and do another local grid search and optimization around the best
solutions identi�ed in the previous stage with an appropriate grid increment�
The process is repeated until a suitable set of di�raction terms are included�
Unlike random sampling methods� this procedure should be able to capture
the correct solutions with a high likelihood� while much less computationally
intensive than a six or higher dimensional� uniformly �ne grid search�

� Conclusion

With the current state of computational resources� this study lends support
to the view that the molecular replacement method should� in most cases� be

��



solved without the separation of the rotational and translational variables�
Since a six�dimensional� uniformly �ne grid search can still be computation�
ally prohibitive� an adaptive grid search combined with local optimization
techniques seems to be a promising strategy� In this strategy� the use of
low resolution data is important� Not only do low resolution data lead to
relatively smooth functions with large regions of local convexity� but more
importantly these functions have global minima approximately �or exactly in
the ideal case� corresponding to the correct orientations� On the other hand�
traditional direct rotation functions derived from the separation of variables
cannot preserve this correspondence for low resolution data as was shown by
our experiments�

The implementation and other issues involved in the utilization of low
resolution di�raction data are topics of our current research�
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